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Session Transcript
Scott Peterson: So, welcome to the Sultans of Swing Conference, looking at baseball, jazz,
and short fiction. As far as we know, this is the first conference to look at all three together.
I did petition Major League Baseball to allow us all to wear number forty-two today, but
they said no, sadly. So, we’ll just have to wear forty-two in our minds, like singing the
national anthem. I did want to offer a few thank-yous leading off. First, to Dean Sobolik in
the College of Liberal Arts for support. My COLA team, three of which you’ve met,
[including Stephanie Dickey] at the desk. They really were a great team in the planning
and development and execution of this conference. I’d also like to thank the student
volunteers, who as Hank said are wearing our ‘Nati tee shirts. Again, their help has been
very big in getting this going. Also, I’d like to thank the friends and colleagues both old
and new in the audience. Thank you very much for coming.
[00:01:02]

I thought I’d begin by saying a little bit about the genesis of the conference. I

made the connection between these three as early-American, early-twentieth century art
forms largely due to a number of parallels. For instance, all three revolve around two hours.
In the early twentieth century, a baseball game was two hours or less. You could put a
stopwatch on it. Jazz concert, we have about two hours for that. Two hours to read a good
short story. All three are based on artistry that’s based on repetition plus improvisation.
When you think about watching a baseball game, there’s a lot of routine plays, but it’s the
plays that are improvised that make it onto SportsCenter highlights. Same with jazz.
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You’ve got jazz standards, but how individual artists improvise on those standards is what
makes it stand out. And then think of short fiction. There’s a pretty standard format, but
the artists, the writers, that do something different are the ones that get our attention.
[00:02:10] And thirdly, all three were king in the 1920s. Baseball was the only game in town.

Football – professional football was in its infancy. Basketball was in its infancy. So,
baseball got the bulk of the attention from the media, and that extended on past the World
Series and, of course, the pre-season. Jazz was very big as ragtime in the 1910s, popular
among the soldiers in the camps for World War I. That carried over into the ’20s with the
jazz craze, and one of the measures of a flapper was how crazy she was about jazz. And
then short fiction was lucrative enough that several sports writers gave up their day jobs to
write for the Saturday Evening Post, to write stories for them. Fitzgerald, at the height of
the ’20s, earned $4,000 for a single short story, which is a lot of money. He liked to say
that he supported his novel habit with his short stories.
[00:03:15]

So, at the same time that all three of these were king, they were also socially

suspect on at least one level. Baseball had a reputation of being a rowdy sport. That was a
holdover from the nineteenth century, and the Black Sox scandal of 1919 didn’t do
anything to ease that reputation in the minds of the cultural gatekeepers who were always
pretty suspicious of professional sports. Those same cultural gatekeepers were nervous
about jazz in the ‘teens, especially the fact that it was played by African-American artists.
They were concerned about children, and they saw anything having to do with jazz as being
fake, false, or riotous, and one judge went as far as to blame jazz on the high divorce rate
among young couples in the ’20s. Short fiction had its detractors as well, especially short
fiction published in mass-market magazines like the Saturday Evening Post. Critics saw it
as being more formulaic, more machine made, so short fiction had its detractors as well.
So, here’s hoping that we can build on some of these connections or make some new ones,
but most of all, let’s have some fun and learn something today. Thank you.
Ed Edmonds: [00:04:42] Well, good morning. I’m going to be speaking about Gilbert
Patton and the development of juvenile baseball literature, and this is a step into a new area
for me, which came as an opportunity when Scott told me about this particular conference.
One of the things that I’ve been spending a good bit of time over the last four or five years
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is thinking about juvenile literature, particularly as I’ve had more grandchildren. So, I went
and I found this particular quote from Rob Edelman that said, you know, Frank Merriwell,
who was huge in the late-nineteenth century and early-twentieth century, coming out of the
Horatio Alger concept of things and archetype for heroes. Rob Edelman in 2013 said, you
know, that by the 1920s, his persona – that concept was considered passé, that no longer
would a particular college man kind of revel in this nineteenth-century morality. And my
thought was that that could possibly have been true about adults, but I don’t think it was
true with respect to juvenile literature, that actually the concepts of sportsmanship, honesty,
moral behavior, those were all formed by juvenile sports literature writers in the latenineteenth century and into the early-twentieth century, and that that actually goes forward
throughout the twentieth century.
[00:06:24]

So, I wanted to particularly talk about Bert Standish. You’ll notice that there are

a number of his books, now almost all a hundred years old, that are sitting on the stage, and
you’re welcome to look at those afterwards. Also, the Baseball Joe novels that Lester
Chadwick, the pseudonym – through Harold Sherman, and then to the kinds of things that
I read in my youth, Clair Bee, John Tunis, Duane Decker. Those kinds of themes carry
through, I think, the majority of the century. So, the first thing that I did once I kind of got
ready to submit this proposal was I pulled off a book by Michael Oriard. Michael Oriard
and I overlapped two years at the University of Notre Dame as undergraduates, and he’s
his own interesting story, because he was a walk-on football player at Notre Dame, a
seventh-string when he showed up, and he ultimately became an All-American, an
[academic] All-American, and went on to play, I think, four years for the Kansas City
Chiefs. This is a quote from his book, that the American athlete-hero rests upon the
shoulders of juvenile sports literature, that that’s really where this origin of athlete-hero
comes from, and thus the norm for all subsequent sports heroes.
[00:07:58]

So, what about Frank Merriwell? Many of you know this particular story, and I

really want to concentrate more on the Big League series under Bert Standish today than
Frank Merriwell. It’s been written about quite a bit. But born, basically, on April 18 of
1896 when it shows up at Tip Top Library later to become Tip Top Weekly – and I’m just
amazed at the fact that over sixteen years, eight-hundred and fifty issues, the author
basically could crank out something in the neighborhood of ten-thousand words a week in
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these stories. Now, these stories certainly had a particular template to them, but that’s just,
to me, astounding when I think of how long it takes me to write anything close to that
length. I put the “five-hundred-million copies” in quotation marks because that’s a guess,
and it may be an overstatement, but certainly the influence of Merriwell, and the fact that
you could go on eBay right now and find hundreds of those available, underscores that.
[00:09:06]

But notice how Mike Oriard kind of lays out the concept of a hero: handsome,

medium in size, always manly. Good student, but not a brilliant one, so the beginning of
that concept of athletes as being less than superior students, but look at this: industrious,
persistent, honest, brave, etc., always fair, loyal to his team. These were the concepts that
this literature brought out, and they became the staple of how a lot of us who were willing
to read, and who had teachers who allowed us to read sports fiction, came to kind of
embrace the idea of what we were supposed to be as we grew up later to be men. Women
were always to be treated chivalrously and appropriately. Even though romance and
relationships formed part of this, they certainly weren’t in most instances steamy, but they
were always appropriate kind of behavior.
[00:10:10]

Well, the author of nearly all of this is William George “Gil” Patton who was

born in Maine. Notice how all the people I’m going to talk about come from either New
England or the eastern part of the United States. Raised as a Seventh-Day Adventist, and
he wrote under a number of different [jump cut in footage] Other books, and you’ll notice,
“An American boy with plenty of grit.” This concept in a lot of these was that you came
from humble backgrounds, you always had some kind of hurdle that you had to overcome
in the story, but you always overcame [it] at the end because your virtues would win out.
So, notice, you don’t have to be a fan. All you need to be is really human, and plenty of
red blood in your veins. You see these themes kind of being portrayed so much in this, and
connecting to last night’s – Amber’s presentation, this idea that there were player
endorsements here. If you look at the advertisement, Christy Mathewson, Ty Cobb, and
Walter Johnson. They also show up being mentioned in the books.
[00:11:17]

So, I wanted to just, in the time I’ve got, kind of quickly go through the plot of

one of the books, to kind of draw some attention to that. Early in Lefty o’ the Blue Stockings,
Lefty Locke is compared to Mathewson. The story starts with the removal of the previous
manager Jack Kennedy, and early in the book there’s a foul tip that hits Locke in the head,
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which for most you kind of… you know, he quickly got up and went on his way, you didn’t
think anything of it. And then there’s the introduction of his recently acquired girlfriend of
little over a year, Janet Harting, listed as, “the only girl in the world.” But then the plot
begins to thicken, of course, as it always does. Charles Collier, the owner of the team, has
this beautiful daughter, Virginia, and a happen meeting between the owner and an
introduction to Virginia, and Lefty then is seen by Janet Harting, when he told them he was
going out with the boys, which is what he did start the night doing. And so, this causes kind
of a response of despondency in Lefty. Then, ultimately, the big hurdle on the field is that
he loses a game, one, by committing an error, and then allowing a steal of home, and the
new manager fines him $25 and suspends him from the team because of his behavior. They
had never gotten along. Then, Lefty runs into a Princeton classmate on the train, in which
he moves from where the players are to another car and meets a guy named Bob Stranger,
and then there’s a train derailment. Seven are killed, and Locke is missing, and nobody
knows where he is. By this time, he shows up in a small town where Jack Kennedy, the
deposed manager, has been talked into managing the local team. He sees Lefty, but Lefty
doesn’t recognize him. Lefty also doesn’t recognize some other individuals that know him.
He comes into a game in which his old nemesis on the mound, Bert Elgin, shows up, there’s
this reference to “Cobb’s whipping of an innocent fan” that Amber talked about last night,
and then references to Walter Johnson. But in the big game for the local team, he hits a
triple and steals home. His nemesis quits, bringing up the idea that he had a “yellow streak”
anyway, he was obviously a bad moral character, and then this reference, you know, “All
agreeing that as a pitcher, Christy Mathewson had nothing on this great southpaw.” So,
being put in the same phrase as the Hall of Fame to be pitcher. Then, Lefty gets beamed
again, and by this time, getting to the novel, I knew this was coming, so you can count that
for what it is. But after he gets beaned, of course, you know, he gets up and he knows who
he is again. So, he helps put his team in first place, he goes back to his Blue Stockings
team, helps them in their pennant race, and Janet and Virginia are sitting in the owner’s
box together, and everything is wonderful with the world.
[00:14:50]

So, these are the kind of plotlines that you see in these books, but this one I

thought was also interesting. In Lefty o’ the Training Camp, at the very beginning of the
book, a gentleman named Nelson, who’s British – and you see the kind of dialogue that’s
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here – saying that, you know, baseball’s a crooked game, and then calling out some games
that he’s recently seen where he thinks the games were thrown, and in fact, the worst part
of this is that these college kids, they learn how to throw games in college, and then came
along after that. Lefty challenges him, you know, by basically saying, how could anybody
do such a thing? You know, who would possibly be able to throw a World Series game?
And this idea, you know, it was fair and square, the game, from beginning to end. It’s a
clean and decent sport.
[00:15:50]

Well, lo and behold, five years later, of course, the Black Sox scandal is going to

begin to unfold. Also, during the same timeframe, you have the Lester Chadwick Baseball
Joe series coming out. These are usually considered to be the work of Harold [Howard]
Garis, but also Edward Stratemeyer may well have been the author of some of these, we’re
not completely certain. Lester Chadwick, a play on the last name of Henry Chadwick, the
father of the box score. Garis was born, again, in New York, so on the East Coast, worked
for many years for the Newark Evening News, and was best known as the author of the
Uncle Wiggly series, this rabbit. But Edward Stratemeyer –Elizabeth, New Jersey,
influenced by Horatio Alger and actually hired by Gilbert Patten to come and work for
Street & Smith – ultimately formed The Syndicate that produced Tom Swift, the Bobbsey
Twins, the Hardy Boys, and eventually Nancy Drew. So, taking this concept of series
writing and plots even further. The Baseball Joe series – you see the titles there, and then
I want to make reference to just a couple of those in a second. At the same time – and we
heard Amber talk about this last night – the Christy Mathewson books began to be written,
one for each position, and of course he only got so far before World War I intervened. But
these are all setting up things for the beginning.
[00:17:38]

So, you had this transition from the teens to the 1920s. In Baseball Joe, Joe

Matson, modeled after Christy Mathewson, goes to prep school, then to Yale, leaves to
turn professional, and the early part really is as a pitcher. So, you have Baseball Joe on the
Giants, obviously after Mathewson, but then, after Babe Ruth becomes important in the
early part of the ’20s, the book Baseball Joe: Home Run King, based upon Joe Matson
breaking Kid Rose’s records, obviously based on Babe Ruth. So, all of these I think set the
foundation for what was to come later and this idea that boys should identify with the
heroes of all of this juvenile fiction, and it comes forward to Wilfred McCormick, Duane
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Decker, and the Chip Hilton series, which were things that I had a chance to read, as well
as Sherman’s books, and then maybe to the more contemporary days of John Tunis and
Matt Christopher. One of the things that I’m still wondering about relative to all of this is
the extent to which we have less of this kind of fiction being written today, and also in part
because boys just don’t read nearly as much, I don’t think, as we did in my day. So, thank
you. I’m glad to kind of get this going today, and hopefully we’ll have some time left over
for a few questions, and we’ll move to the next presenter.
Craig This: [00:19:34] Alright, I’m going to talk about the closing of the frontier, Zane
Grey, and baseball fiction. And to my cameraperson, do I have to stand here, or am I
allowed to move around? I guess because the microphone’s here, I can’t move around, can
I? Alright, we’ll deal with that. Alright. So, let’s start with 1890. I’m trained as a historian,
so I put everything in context. So, in 1890, as you all hopefully remember, famously
remember, the United States Census Bureau declares the American frontier closed. At this
point, based upon the census at that time, there are less than- excuse me- there is no place
in the United States where there is less than two persons per square mile, which is a pretty
interesting piece. And so, here I have a photograph of the Oklahoma Land Rush, just to
give a sense of what’s going on. At the same time, too, then, this becomes a profound
moment in American history, Frederic Jackson Turner in 1893 writes the “Significance of
the Frontier in American History,” and that’s what I’m focusing this talk on, and he talks
about how the American frontier created the rugged individual in American history, and
also the frontier had acted like a safety valve for the American populace. If things got tight,
too busy, on the East Coast, then people moved to the Midwest, and if that got full, then
they went out further west. And so, this becomes a very prominent theory in American
history, a very prominent and famous thesis. At the same time, too – I’m trying to put
bookends on this – in 1920, again, the US Census Bureau declares that there are more
people living in urban areas than rural areas. So, for the first time in American history, not
only has our frontier closed, we have now become an urban nation, focusing on cities and
things of that nature.
[00:21:22]

So, that’s the framing of this period, this jazz period, and then what I also would

see as the formation of American baseball as the beginnings of what we know it today.
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This period of 1890 to 1920, where the United States has shifted from a frontier nation to
an urban nation, where we have a lot of people living in cities, and we’re beginning to
emerge as an industrial empire – you know, after the Spanish-American War, we’re now a
global empire – and baseball is coming into its own. As Scott said, football was still in its
infancy, college football was a game that was played, basketball was pretty much nonexistent, but starting to develop. So, we have those issues going on.
[00:22:10]

So, let’s talk a little bit about Zane Grey. Zane Grey lived from 1872 to 1939.

Born in Zanesville, Ohio, which is east going towards the Pennsylvania state line, very
prolific writer of westerns, published mostly [by] 1930, to his last one which was published
after his death in 1940. I would not run out and get them. I read a modern review that said
they’re not really great literature. In fact, it’s pretty bad writing, so I would stay away from
those. However, this is his more famous one, Writers of the Purple Sage, 1912. He did play
baseball at the University of Pennsylvania. He went there on a baseball scholarship, studied
dentistry, graduated in 1896 with a- very good hitter, very good pitcher, very famous on
campus because of that. After graduation, he kicked around in the minor leagues, believe
it or not, played up in Delphos, Ohio, on a team up there. In 1903, finally got his break and
played one game with the Pittsburgh Pirates, and that was it. That was the end of his
baseball career.
[00:23:25]

So, that leads me then to – so, he writes all these western novels, all this western

literature, and he has this one collection of short stories called The Redheaded Outfield,
and there’s nine stories in there. Each and every one is narrated in the first-person. Okay,
so this is Connie Mack, but the person that’s narrating is referred to as Connie the entire
time, in all nine stories that he had published in this collection. So, yeah, this Connie is the
manager of a minor league team that’s playing somewhere in the Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, Connecticut area. I think he captures the spirit of baseball at the time. At one point,
they have a day off, and they’ve actually gotten a good offer to go to Toronto, so they get
on a train and go overnight and play the game in Toronto, then come back and resume their
schedule. And listening to the previous presentation, there’s a lot of trains in a lot of these
stories, too. Yeah, I think actually next year we could do jazz, fiction, baseball, and trains,
and build that up that way.
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[00:24:34] So,

the first story in there- and this is not them, this is Ty Cobb and his Detroit

Tiger outfield, but I just like the pictures- The Redheaded Outfield, these three individuals,
these were the redheaded people. It’s Red Gilbat, Reddy Clammer, and Reddie Ray.
Alright, I’m going to try another joke. It’s going to be bad, because if you’re like me, and
you raised kids in the 1990s, you had to deal with a TV show like Ed, Edd n Eddy, which
I could never figure out. Sorry, I’m straying away. So yeah, when I saw Red, Red, and
Reddy, I’m like, ‘Oh, my gosh’, I go back and relive that. I could never figure that cartoon
out. But no, this is just – I think he shows some of the – no pun intended – the wild west
of the minor leagues at that time. For example, one of the reds – the opposing pitcher has
been married for several years, but is unable to produce children, and so as a way to taunt
him, he pushes an empty baby carriage up to home plate. Yeah, talk about getting in
somebody’s head on that.
[00:25:35]

Alright. I’m not going to go through all the stories, he has The Knocker, which is

basically the heckler, another term they use, and this is just a story about, you know, a
person in the stands, just constantly on the baseball team, constantly after the manager,
going after them. My favorite story of all of them – before I get to what I’m talking about
– is The Winning Ball. The Winning Ball is this rubber ball that feels like a baseball, looks
like a baseball, but because it’s red and very hard, it basically forces the opposing team to
groundout in the inning. They have three batters, three groundouts, and that’s it. And what
gets funny about that is the first baseman makes the last out, and then he just rolls the ball
back into the infield, not remembering that this is this fake ball that they’re using, and the
opposing team picks it up, and Connie’s team is like, “We need our ball back.” And they’re
like, “No no no, if that ball was good enough for you, it’s good enough for us.” So, now
you’ve got this counterfeit ball that’s in play, and you’ve got to deal with all that. Four
stories in this collection deal with Rube, or his full name is Whitaker Hurdle, and I think
of Ebby Calvin Laloosh in the Bull Durham movie. But yeah, there are four stories in there
about this minor league pitcher, very powerful, very good pitcher, can get people out
whenever he needs to, and there are four stories. So, in there, it talks about him joining this
team, it talks about him getting married. He and his wife ride on the train for their
honeymoon, which – I’m trying to figure out how that worked. And then, eventually he
does sign a major league contract.
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[00:27:17]

So why baseball? Why did Zane Grey jump into baseball? Obviously, he played

it, he had a passion for it, but periodicals like The Sporting Life were really jumping into
baseball and promoting it at that time. As Scott said in his introduction, this was a place
for writers to make money, to make a lot of quick money, by jumping onto this national
pastime. The Sporting Life called it a “game of strength, speed and skill,” which appealed
to Zane Grey’s, you know, western heroes, and they also talked about the “superhuman
speed, strength and agility” of the players. It was seen as a game of strength, of speed, of
skill, and not of luck, and I think it really appealed to that. And at the same time, sports
historians said, you know, that baseball in this industrial America was a “relieving
spectacle,” and it created “new heroes” for the age. I’m going to jump in, too, here in a
moment, about the debate about what is the role of sports in American history, and then
going into that. But yeah, this was a tough time in American history. You know, we’ve got
the Triangle Shirtwaist fire and the deaths caused by that. The American labor movement
is on the rise. We have fights over labor conditions. You’ve got child labor, you’ve got
kids working in the coal mines, things like that. This was a tough point.
[00:28:30]

So, it gets to this point where, when you look at the role of sports at that time

period and now, the question is, was it compensatory or was it congruency? Did it provide
a release for the American public, or did it reinforce the values of this new emerging
industrial nation? And you can see in baseball, and I think The Sporting Life saw this, and
I think Zane Grey saw this – that you saw this rugged individualism coming to the fore and
being played out. And so, Frederic Paxson in 1917, stealing off of Frederic Jackson Turner,
writes in the Mississippi Historical Review, “Baseball not merely was a safety valve, but a
miniature version of the West.” Again, he saw the green expanse of the fields. He saw the
solitary quote-unquote cowboy – I’m coming back to that – on the mound. You know, this
one player against another player. This rugged individualism playing out. And then- I’m
not afraid of a little gratuitous violence to sell my presentation- so, an article I came across,
“Hegemonic Masculinity on the Mound,” looking at the portrayal of Nolan Ryan, seen here
punching Robin Ventura in the face, talked about how sports media in the 80s and 90s used
Nolan Ryan to set sort of like this gold standard of what the masculine baseball player
should be. And so, yeah, we have another bad pun, with The Lone Star Ranger. But
basically, they saw five things in Nolan Ryan that I think I can see in Rube, the character
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of Zane Grey, and that is: power, physical force; occupational achievement in an industrial
society; patriarchy; heterosexual; and then, we’re back to this frontier thesis, the daring,
romantic frontiersman.
[00:30:27]

So, the Rube, if you read the story, is he basically has two pitches. He has a

fastball, and he has a beanball, and he uses that to intimidate people. That’s how he gets
people out. So, again, going back to Ebby Calvin LaLoosh in Bull Durham, you’re either
throwing at your head, don’t dig in, so yeah, you can probably get those out that way. The
other thing is he signs this major league contract. You know, there are points… I think the
part of the four stories that plays out over a period of a couple of years, where he’s being
entertained by major league teams, and he goes back here, he has this love interest, and
they try something, and it doesn’t work out, and they go back. So, he’s going back and
forth, going back and forth. You’re not really sure what’s going to happen. It almost reads
like a novella at some points, and then he eventually does sign a major league contract.
How am I doing on time? Am I doing fine? Five minutes? Alright, well, cool. And then,
he does marry the girl. He does marry the girl. You know, and if you think about hero
journeys, where you have to slay the dragon, and then you have to rescue the princess, and
I apologize for the sexist nature of those comments, but yeah, he does it. There is this one
girl, this one woman in the stands that all the baseball players want to marry, you know,
and she is looking at all these players to see who would be the best husband, the best suitor
for her, and the Rube eventually winds up marrying her. It’s interesting. She truly is his
Achilles’ heel. If he sees her in the stands with another man, whether it be a baseball player
or not, he has a bad game. If she’s talking to him, showing him interest, he does quite well.
And so, that plays out.
[00:32:12]

And finally, there is that rugged individual nature of this. Again, you have this

lone, solitary figure standing on the mound, face-to-face with the batter, and you can think
of- as some of the historians wrote- you think of it as the romanticized gunfight in the West,
and you’ve got that rugged individualism of one person against the other, going to conquer.
And so, that plays out in the story. So, that’s where I see Zane Grey is going with this. He
jumps onto this notion of the frontier as the safety valve of this rugged individual, and what
he does is he takes his cowboy, his western heroes, his characters, moves them into the
confines of a baseball stadium, plays this out. As Frederick Paxson said, you know, this is
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your frontier, this is your playing out of that western motif. And then he’s able to shift over
there and then tell basically his same western stories, and play that out on the baseball field,
so to speak. So, that- I’m in good time. I’ll finish there. I will stop there. Good deal? Alright,
thank you.
Sharon Lynette Jones: [00:33:30] Good morning. I’m going to be low-tech today in terms
of my presentation. I t’s called “Highlighting the Harlem Renaissance Texts: Baseball and
Jazz in Literary Expression of the 1900s.” I want to preface this by saying I’ve done some
work on the Harlem Renaissance, focusing on writers such as Zora Neale Hurston, Dorothy
West, and Jessie Fauset, and had done some work related to short fiction, but this project
gave me an opportunity to explore short fiction by other writers as well. The Harlem
Renaissance is one of the most significant periods for African-American literary
expressions, and in terms of the Harlem Renaissance, there are a number of scholars who
have assigned different dates to the beginning and the ending of the Renaissance. Some
people focus primarily on the 1920s and the 1930s. Some begin it as early as 1900 and end
it as late as 1940.
[00:34:44] In terms of the multiple causes for the Harlem Renaissance, as outlined in The
Prentice Hall Anthology of African-American Literature and elsewhere, we can see things
such as the Great Black Migration of African-Americans from the South to the North in
search of more social as well as economic opportunities. We can see it with the founding
and formation and rise of the NAACP and also the Urban League in the early 1900s, who
really felt like it was important to use literature and other forms of artistic expression to
promote civil rights. So, you had the NAACP’s Crisis Magazine, and you also had the
Opportunity Magazine with the Urban League, and you also had other publications as well.
You also had the world of patrons, people like Charlotte Osgood Mason, whose nickname
was “Godmother,” a very wealthy woman based in New York who gave a lot of money to
writers such as Zora Neale Hurston and Langston Hughes to live on and to do other types
of activities while they were writing. You also had this sense among a lot of people that it
was important to have a kind of rebirth of African-American cultural expression, and Alain
Locke’s book The New Negro was actually a very important early anthology published in
the 1920s, promoting the aims of the Harlem Renaissance.
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[00:36:20] It’s important to note that writers of the Harlem Renaissance frequently and often

drew upon popular culture as sources of inspiration and influence for their writings,
including musical traditions, as well as sports. Four examples of authors who utilized jazz
and baseball in their writings during the Harlem Renaissance period include Alice Dunbar
Nelson in the story “Hope Deferred,” with baseball, and Gwendolyn Bennett’s “Wedding
Day,” Dorothy West’s “Hannah Byde,” and Langston Hughes’s “Spanish Blood,” which
deal with jazz. Each of these stories provides insight into how authors of the Harlem
Renaissance used depictions of baseball or jazz in stories which were published in the
early-twentieth century to comment on the complex societal forces which influence the
identities of individuals. As a means of addressing how and why my analysis of the
representations of jazz in “Wedding Day,” “Hannah Byde,” and “Spanish Blood,” and of
baseball in “Hope Deferred,” contribute to the academic and literary discourse of those
aforementioned texts, I will provide a discussion of other scholarly works relevant to my
paper’s topic.
[00:37:24]

In his book Kinds of Blue: The Jazz Aesthetic in African-American Narrative,

Jürgen E. Grandt astutely argues, “It appears that jazz can offer heretofore untapped
opportunities for the critical analysis of African-American literature. While there is a
substantial body of jazz criticism of poetry, African-American prose narrative has not
drawn nearly as much critical attention, despite renewed interest over the past few years.”
Grandt also goes on to say that, quote, “Curiously, African-American writers produced
virtually no jazz literature during the 1920s.” End quote. Well, acknowledging the
importance of Grandt’s work, my analysis and research contends that several authors and
texts, including Langston Hughes’s “Spanish Blood,” Gwendolyn Bennett’s story
“Wedding Day,” and Dorothy West’s story “Hannah Byde,” which are from the Harlem
Renaissance period, are important stories about jazz that should be analyzed for the social,
historical, as well as cultural context as Harlem Renaissance works.
[00:38:28]

In Beyond the Sound Barrier: The Jazz Controversy in Twentieth-Century

American Fiction, Kristin K. Henson contends that, quote, “The conflict between jazz and
culture in the American imagination was a vital part of the nation’s struggle to define itself
in the early-twentieth century.” End quote. Although Henson does examine some literary
texts by Langston Hughes, Henson does not examine stories such as “Spanish Blood” by
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Langston Hughes. In the preface for the book Ebony Rising: Short Fiction of the Greater
Harlem Renaissance Era, Darryl Dickson-Carr does address stories such as “Wedding
Day,” “Spanish Blood,” and “Hannah Byde,” which are featured within that anthology, but
does not emphasize in great detail how jazz influences these texts. For example, the
discussion of “Spanish Blood” focuses on heritage, and the examination of “Wedding Day”
focuses upon interracial relationships, while the discussion of “Hannah Byde” only briefly
references jazz. While Dickson-Carr explores the theme of discrimination with “Hope
Deferred” in the preface, and “Hope Deferred” is in the anthology that Darryl DicksonCarr contributed an essay to, any reference to baseball in Dunbar’s story is not addressed.
[00:39:43]

In the book, Women Characters in Baseball Literature: A Critical Study, by

Kathleen Sullivan, Sullivan provides useful information about sports literature. Sullivan
claims, quote, “The presence of the feminine in baseball literature gradually evolves from
the absent mothers, into the substitute mothers, and finally to strong women characters who
can be categorized in their own right,” end quote. However, Sullivan’s book does not offer
an analysis of the story “Hope Deferred” by Alice Dunbar Nelson. This overview reveals
the pressing need for analyzing and examining, as well as critiquing, how and why sports
and music respectively function within the stories “Hope Deferred,” “Hannah Byde,”
“Wedding Day,” and “Spanish Blood.” This comparative analysis, then, will offer new
insights into how the works of authors Alice Dunbar Nelson, Gwendolyn Bennett, Dorothy
West, and Langston Hughes responded to and reflected the significant role of sports or
music during the early part of the 1900s. Although scholars have published about jazz or
baseball in relationship to African-American literature, this examination differs due to the
emphasis on both jazz and baseball, and the comparison of the four stories that I’m
emphasizing. In this sense, this examination offers both a continuation and an expansion
upon earlier work to gain a new and deeper understanding to Harlem Renaissance texts and
their influences. By examining jazz as well as baseball, this study will show connections
between these forms of cultural expressions, while also addressing other literary texts as
well. By doing this, this increases our understanding and awareness of the contributions of
sports and music to African-American history, literature, and cultural expressions.
[00:41:22]

Although many scholars of American literature and/or history might be familiar

Paul Lawrence Dunbar, the namesake for the library at Wright State University, many
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people are unaware that his wife Alice Dunbar Nelson was an important author in her own
right. They also may be unaware that baseball becomes the context for the story “Hope
Deferred,” and I want to point out that this story actually appeared in Crisis Magazine,
which was published by the NAACP, in the year 1914. I saw a copy of that story in the
1914 edition of Crisis Magazine. It has the story “Hope Deferred,” and it says it’s by Mrs.
Paul Lawrence Dunbar. So, this story appeared within Crisis Magazine. It’s an important
story because it shows an awareness and engagement with this popular sport on the part of
Dunbar Nelson, and also shows the popularity of baseball during the time period in which
the story is set, providing us social, historical, and cultural context. The story focuses on
Edwards, a Black man who seeks the job of engineer, but faces discrimination due to his
race. One day, while seeking employment, Edwards notices individuals gathered by, quote,
“baseball bulletins,” end quote, and he ventures near them. Above those, quote, “baseball
bulletins,” end quote, is news about labor striking at a restaurant, which means a shortage
of workers as well as possible employment for Edwards. Dunbar Nelson writes, quote,
“The usual idle crowd jostled around the baseball bulletins. Edwards joined them
mechanically. ‘I can be a sidewalk fan, even if I am impecunious.’” End quote. When
Edwards isn’t able to attend an actual game of baseball, it’s because he struggles
financially, which is the result of discrimination against him and him being unable to find
a job. In addition, the placement of the announcement about the striking workers
demonstrates there is such a great interest in sports that any newsworthy item would be
placed in that area. Thirdly, because Edwards sees the information, he later seeks
employment at that restaurant, and that restaurant comes to symbolize racial and class
oppression within American society. While it could have been a site or place for Edwards
to gain some sort of economic benefit and move up socially and economically, it ironically
leads to his imprisonment and inability to earn money while there to take care of his family,
due to an altercation at the restaurant with someone who denied him a job, presumably
because of discrimination, earlier when he tried to get a job as an engineer. Baseball then
becomes linked to economics, race, and class within the story’s context.
[00:43:58] While Eleanor Alexander in the book Lyrics of Sunshine and Shadow: The Tragic

Courtship and Marriage of Paul Lawrence Dunbar and Alice Ruth Moore: A History of
Love and Violence Among the African-American Elite, contends, quote, “Alice’s lack of
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interest in African-Americans as literary material contrasted sharply with the philosophy
of other women writers of the race during the 1890s”, end quote, I would contend that
“Hope Deferred” by Alice Dunbar Nelson, which was published post-1890s, illustrates a
concern about the plight of African-American individuals in the United States, who faced
challenges that seemed at times insurmountable, yet there’s a kind of optimism by this
story’s end. So, if you look at Eleanor Alexander’s book, at least that part of the book
discusses and suggests that Alice Dunbar Nelson wasn’t really interested in writing about
racial issues, but her story “Hope Deferred” was published in the NAACP’s Crisis
Magazine. The National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, so much of
what they published in there related to civil rights, so we can at least say that that story is
an example of her being engaged in social issues that were relevant to race.
[00:45:10] Although “Hannah Byde,” “Wedding Day,” and “Spanish Blood” may not focus
on baseball, the use of jazz references in those stories also demonstrate the importance of
another part of popular culture, which is jazz. The story “Hannah Byde,” which was
published in 1926 within Messenger, highlights how jazz was an importance presence in
American history during the time of the story. At the same time, it showcases how people
reacted in different ways to jazz music, as exemplified in the characters of George, Tilly,
and Hannah. Darryl Dickson-Carr’s interpretation of “Hannah Byde” reinforces the idea of
how jazz suggests a tragic tone within the story. As Dickson-Carr points out, “Hannah
Byde” incorporates jazz to show the couple’s inability for meaningfully relating to each
other. While George likes jazz, his mate Hannah does not like jazz at all. However, in
contrast, Tilly, who lives nearby, appreciates jazz. West writes, quote, “Here was a
congenial, jazz-loving soul, and child-like, he promptly shelved his present grievance.”
The implication with this passage is that Hannah is not, quote, “congenial,” end quote, by
contrast. Later on in the story, Hannah attempts suicide, and George tries to cheer her up
with music. West writes, “A little jazz’ll do her good,” end quote. But in the sense of the
story, even though by the end of the story, she’s laughing, there’s a lot of ambiguity there.
You know, could the laughter be her awareness that her husband George still doesn’t
understand how she’s feeling, and that she’s not a jazz fan, and that he actually believes
that it could uplift her when it appears that Hannah feels unhappy? So, there is some sort
of ambiguity there in terms of the representation of jazz.
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[00:46:58] Gwendolyn Bennett’s story “Wedding Day,” which appeared in Fire during 1926,

like “Hannah Byde,” also reflects the role or position of music within Harlem Renaissance
literature. Fire was a very short-lived Harlem Renaissance magazine. The story focuses on
Paul Watson, an African-American male living within France during the Harlem
Renaissance period. As Michael A. Cheney points out, quote, “Most particular of Paul is
that he is both a prizefighter and a banjo player in American jazz bands, compounding his
representative status with respect to the kinds of labors famously attached to Black
Americans in Paris at the time.” End quote. Within the story’s context, Paul’s earlier
appearance within France – because it’s set primarily in France – predates jazz’s influence
there. However, later on, as the music becomes more popular there, Paul becomes someone
at the forefront of the story because of his skills with music. Bennett writes, quote, “Paul
had a way about him and seemed to get on with the colored fellows who lived in
Montmartre and when the first Negro jazz band played in a tiny Parisian café, Paul was
among them playing the banjo.” End quote. Paul later plays in another venue. However, an
American insults him using a racial slur, and Paul reportedly gets into this altercation with
him. In “Wedding Day,” jazz becomes the backdrop for showing the potential for
harmonious interracial relationships among folks in Paris, while at the same time, the story
“Wedding Day” also illustrates that sometimes those relationships are not harmonious at
all. In fact, the title “Wedding Day” becomes very ironic because while Paul is in Paris, he
falls in love with a white woman named Mary, and they become engaged, and she breaks
it off because, she says, of the prejudices of the time period. [00:48:52] Similarly, “Spanish
Blood” by Langston Hughes, which appeared within an issue of Metropolis in 1934 and of
Stag in 1937, connects with the musical tradition of jazz. In a synopsis, Hans Ostrom in an
encyclopedia of Langston Hughes writes, quote, “Valerio begins to make his way in
Harlem by dancing at private parties to which many white New Yorkers come, but he runs
afoul of organized crime.” End quote. Music becomes the significant symbol within the
story. This music often reflects economics, interracial relationships, conflicts, as well as
cultural expressions. When, quote, “gangsters,” end quote, along with law enforcement
individuals dash the place where he works, Valerio spends time incarcerated. After release,
Valerio decides on working within Brazil. I argue that Hughes shows how this musical
form affected U.S. society and arguably outside the U.S. during this time. Hughes connects
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with the African diaspora for this story. So, Valerio’s talent is that he’s a really good
dancer, and he can teach dancing to people in these settings where jazz is being performed,
and so, when it’s not working out for him in New York, he decides, “Okay, I’m gonna go
to Brazil.” So, really, with Hughes having the time between New York and Brazil, and also
Valerio has some Puerto Rican heritage, and Gwendolyn Bennett’s story “Wedding Day”
being about an African-American in France, we see a kind of international dimension to
jazz in these stories that I think is important.
[00:50:26]

Of course, it must be known that later authors also explored musical and sports

traditions in post-Harlem Renaissance publications, including Toni Morrison’s “Jazz,”
which has a Harlem Renaissance setting, but it was published post-Harlem Renaissance.
Also, August Wilson’s play Fences, which engages with baseball, and the poetry of Lucille
Clifton, as in her poem “Jackie Robinson,” and the poem “Glory”, by Yusef Komunyakaa.
Yusef Komunyakaa, a contemporary African-American writer who is influenced by
baseball in his poetry as well as jazz. Okay, so a lot of his poetry is very heavily influenced
by jazz. It is also important to note that scholars such as Grandt and Henson have written
about Morrison’s “Jazz” in the previously mentioned scholarly books. All of the
aforementioned texts, including the short stories by Harlem Renaissance writers and the
texts by Toni Morrison, August Wilson, Lucille Clifton, and Yusef Komunyakaa, indicate
the relevance of baseball and jazz to American society during the 1900s and later. In all of
these texts, arguably, the author is using jazz as well as baseball as a means on meditating
on important issues within the context of two very vital, significant, and meaningful forms
of cultural expressions. Thank you.
Scott Peterson: [00:51:52] Thank you to our first panelists. I’m going to do my Monty Hall
imitation here and make my way among the crowd to have your questions be mic’d. So,
he’s our first question.

Audience member 1: Yeah, it seems to me, with the exception of the Harlem Renaissance
texts that this panel’s been talking about, these stories kind of echo this Horatio Alger ethic
of ‘just have a positive attitude, and it’ll all work out in the end’, and I’m wondering if in
these texts somewhere there’s an appreciation of the cathartic element of baseball? Is there
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an appreciation of, like, what it means to lose, that you end up seeing later in movies like,
say, Rocky and Creed, where the hero doesn’t quite capture the prize? Or, you know, like
we see with, you know, Cubs fans have that appreciation. But I’m wondering, is it all just,
‘keep working hard and have a good attitude and you’ll win in the end’, or is there a
cathartic element involved here?

Ed Edmonds: [00:53:00] I tend to think that it tends to be that the hero is always going to
triumph in the end, and the hurdles seem less dominant like that. The thing that your
question prompted me to think about is the two different endings in The Natural between
the book and the movie, and in this era, I think they would’ve always turned out like the
movie. You wouldn’t have had that, and certainly the movie has a stark relationship
between good and bad, black and white in the movie, and in the book, certainly, it’s a
different kind of treatment. So, I tend to think that these are all kind of stamped out of that
kind of Horatio Alger, Frank Merriwell, the hero is always going to get the girl. You see
most of the heroes in these are males, not women. Women are, as they were during that
period, around the edge often, rather than central. You know, it always kind of focuses on
the hero.
Craig This: [0054:22] There are two short stories that I didn’t include in my presentation,
“The Manager of Madden’s Hill” and “Old Well-Well.” One is a story about a young,
handicapped boy who’s watching the game and wishing he could be a part of it, but realizes
he cannot, and the other one is about an elderly man who, again, here comes this sport at
this point in his life where he wishes he could participate in it, but cannot. So yeah, but
other than that, the rest of them are all, you know, Horatio Alger, rags-to-riches stories,
everything turns out in the end, and I think that goes back to the debate over what is the
role of sports. Is it there to make us feel good and be a release, or is it there to reinforce the
daily values?

Scott Peterson: Another question?
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Audience member 2: [00:55:18] Ed, you talked about Frank Merriwell as being the father
of baseball fiction. I’d like to push it back a generation earlier. When Zane Grey was five,
in 1877, is when the first baseball novel was published, and it was written by a woman.
The Great Match, and Other Matches, and in that novel, the central character is a woman,
and the hero, interestingly, at the beginning is not a baseball player. He prefers to wear nice
slippers and take naps under trees during games. He is not portrayed as masculine at all,
but he falls in love with the woman and realizes the only way that he can win her heart is
to become a baseball player, so he becomes a star pitcher. But I’m wondering if you’ve
seen any reference to that in your research at all, because the novel’s been forgotten. It sold
a tremendous number of copies, but it was never reprinted and disappeared.
Ed Edmonds: [00:56:26] No, I’m very glad to hear about that, because it is kind of distinct.
You know, I’m just kind of scratching the surface of this, because as you know, my writing
and scholarship tends to be on the law side of baseball more than literature, but it also
seems like – you know, there was Nancy Drew versus the Hardy Boys, and as I remember,
as a boy, when I went to the library to get a book, I didn’t go down that aisle. You know,
the things were like, ‘These are the books for boys, and these are the books for girls.’ I
think thankfully now, in more contemporary society, we’re seeing both of these portrayed
in ways that I think for lots of the twentieth-century, you know, it was otherwise. So, I
think a lot of these books that I’ve kind of concentrated on, I don’t know if girls would
have read them as much as boys, and these were kind of, ‘this is what we want boys to be
like,’ and I think there was another group of books that was, you know, ‘this is what girls
are supposed to be like.’ And they seem in a lot of ways so funny to us, I think, now in
2016 looking back, that there would have been this kind of overt attempt to try to socialize
you into one particular way of looking at the world and acting and behaving.

Audience member 2: [00:58:00] Well, when Mary Prudence Wells wrote The Great Match,
she wrote it for both boys and girls. She’d just married and had stepchildren of both genders
and wrote the book for both, as a model for how girls should chase baseball players, and
how baseball players should treat women.
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Audience member 3: [00:58:28] Thank you. Great panel, guys. I have a lot of questions.
I’m going to just try to keep it brief. My first question is for Lynette. [Are] there any other
stories or books that you came across from the Harlem Renaissance that talk about baseball,
or is that the only one that you found?

Sharon Lynette Jones: [00:58:40] When I initially began looking, it seemed like most of
the stories I found were focusing on jazz, but I’m still in the process of looking for
additional stories on baseball, and so, what I want to do is – I’ve spent some time looking
at issues of Crisis magazine and also of Opportunity magazine, and I’m still in the process
of, you know, going through a lot of those issues, just to see what I can find, as well as
some other publications from that time.

Audience member 3: Maybe like the Defender, or some of the Black newspapers?

Sharon Lynette Jones: [00:59:30] Yes, as a matter of fact, I went to the University of
Michigan Ann Arbor, and they have a database of African-American newspapers that I
came across that you can do searches on, and so, my plan is to go back and see if I can find
some additional works related to baseball that- I can tell you this, what I have found so far
in my search of Crisis Magazine is a lot of articles that reference baseball, nonfiction-type
articles that reference baseball and the popularity of it, and an ad that has a reference to
baseball. So, in Crisis Magazine, published by the NAACP – they were very interested in
sports.

Audience member 3: [01:00:16] I have a lot of stuff I want to ask you, because a lot of this
has to do with my book, but in terms of the gender stuff – first of all, there’s several baseball
short stories for kids, and serial stories for kids, that come out earlier than that. The first
one that comes to mind is “The Fairport Nine” by Noah Brooks, which is 1880-ish. But in
terms of the gender stuff, a lot of the research that’s been done on this says that a lot of the
publishers marketed stuff for boys because they assumed that girls would read boys books,
but boys wouldn’t read girls books. So, I can show you some of the stuff on that, but the
other thing is that during this time period, the Youth’s Companion, which is the most
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popular children’s magazine, there’s a fair number of stories about girls playing basketball,
and I haven’t found any on baseball. So, apparently baseball wasn’t something that girls
were supposed to be playing in the teens, but there’s a whole series of stories that come out
during this time period about girls playing – high school girls, I think maybe college girls,
too – playing basketball as a way to sort of get their exercise and that kind of stuff, so I’m
happy to talk to you about it if you want.

Ed Edmonds: [01:01:32] Yeah, I was trying to explain to my class the other day the girls
basketball that I knew from my youth, six-on-six, where only four would play on each side
of center court, and they just had no idea what I was talking about at all, and the fact that,
I think I checked, the last… Iowa was of course a bastion of girls’ basketball, and the last
game was actually I think in 1992, before they changed the six-on-six rules. But my
administrative assistant, who’s close in age to me, agreed with me that basically the idea
was that regular five-on-five was too strenuous for girls, that that was still a dominant
thinking, sadly, up until Title IX, you know, that’s another thing to look at, Title IX
beginning to change perception of women in athletics, despite the fact that, you know,
tennis, swimming, track and field, golf, have a long history of women’s participation back
well before Title IX.

Audience member 3: Yeah, great.

Audience member 4: [01:02:44] Quick question for Ed and also for Sharon. Did I hear you
correctly that Lefty’s real name was Phil Hazelton?

Ed Edmonds: Yes.

Audience member 4: And do you think he took that name because of the coal mine area?
Ed Edmonds: [1:03:00] You know, I don’t know. The thing that shows up in the books is
that his father didn’t want him to play baseball, and so he was playing under an assumed
name so that they wouldn’t know where he was. And that would seem to match the times,
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you know, the idea that a college-educated person shouldn’t be dealing in such a trivial
thing as playing baseball, but there may well be a connection there I just haven’t found,
because so many of these things – like Chadwick and that, Matson – they have an obvious
reference to something else.

Audience member 4: [01:03:38] You know, when Amos Alonzo Stagg was offered a
baseball contract, he got very huffy and said, you know, “Baseball? I mean, get paid with
those people, are you kidding?” A quick question for Sharon. Is there any more information
besides the Barry Singer biography of Andy Razaf about Razaf’s playing some black
baseball in the early ’20s?
Sharon Lynette Jones: You know, that’s a really good question. Possibly. I haven’t come
across [any], but possibly.

Audience member 4: Yeah.

Audience member 5: Um, is it Sharon or Lynette?

Sharon Lynette Jones: I go by either.

Audience member 5: [01:04:25] By either one? Okay. Well, Sharon Lynette, I was curious
actually – so, some of the post-Harlem Renaissance texts you mentioned, like Fences for
example. You know, Wilson portrays Negro League baseball from sort of a culturalnationalist perspective, you might say, and I was wondering if you find that same sort of
cultural nationalism in the Harlem Renaissance period. What does baseball, or what does
black baseball, symbolize in the Harlem Renaissance? Is that different from some of the
post-Harlem Renaissance texts?
Sharon Lynette Jones: That’s a good question that you pose, because it’s always
interesting to think about how people would have written about Black baseball players
during, say, the early 1900s or the heyday of the Negro League, and then how writers
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engaged with the Negro Leagues after its heyday. So, we have Toni Morrison in her novel
Jazz, there’s actually sections that deal with baseball in the novel Jazz. Well, I think that in
the case of August Wilson, when I look at a play like Fences, and I look at the
representation of baseball and even music in August Wilson’s play Fences – so, in the
context of his plan – I’m going to have a play about different decades of the twentieth
century, right? Okay, and so I think it’s such a really important way with him using – you
know, the baseball becomes a way of really looking at America and the relationship
between African Americans and America. I think that in terms of the Harlem Renaissance,
looking at the fiction and even the nonfiction that deals with baseball during the Harlem
Renaissance period, I get the sense that for many of the people writing about it and even
participating in it, it becomes a very strong source of pride. You know, the Negro League
players becoming examples of heroes from among the African American communities, as
well as people outside. With a play like Fences, you get a sense with the character Troy
that it’s starting to exemplify what he could have had, but what he didn’t have, and that’s
all tied up with race and class and gender. So, it is sort of… I think there’s some similarities,
but I also think there’s some differences in terms of the way it’s portrayed.

Audience member 5: Thanks a lot.

Audience member 6: [01:08:00] Is this working? Okay. Yeah, in terms of the stories you
were talking about today, with these pulp conventions and the heroes always winning out,
I guess the counterpoints would be Ring Lardner, who I know we’ll hear about later in the
day, and there’s a story by Edna Ferber that’s often anthologized, called “A Bush League
Hero”, that’s obviously set in kind of a satiric contrast to these pulp stories. The question I
have, though, I was looking at my own notes during the talks, because I’d read some of
these books and then forgotten I’d read them and had to return to those notes, but I had
read one of the Lefty Locke books, I think it was Lefty Locke: Pitcher-Manager, as well as
one of the Christy Mathewson and of course some of the Zane Grey stories as well. What
strikes me about the one book I read of the Lefty Locke series, and Baseball Joe as well,
is that while they’re doing these Anglo heroes, it’s a very, very white and establishment
and often East-Coast world, they’re full of racial and ethnic stereotypes. There’s
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antisemitism. Even the one bit of eye dialogue you showed of the Englishman is just meant
to mark somebody as not being Anglo-American. I wonder if you could comment on any
of those less fortunate aspects of those texts?
Ed Edmonds: [01:09:26] No, I think that’s exactly right, you see those kind of stereotypes.
So, just like we kind of talked about the stereotype of the hero winning out, we see somethese books are often very stereotypical about everybody, and certainly, you know, that is
definitely findable in lots of the Baseball Joe Garis books, as well as in Standish’s work
here that you see that, and it’s very… I guess I would say it’s very stark and raw, right?
There’s no filter on that, you know, and I think that is worthy of reading just to kind of get
a context for how people felt in that period and maybe reflect on where we are in
contemporary American society. Some of us would like to think we’ve come a long way,
but there are days when I fear we’re sliding back in some ways.

Audience member 7: [01:10:41] Hi, um, all wonderful. Lynette, I was actually wondering
when you were talking, if the absence of fiction specifically in the Harlem Renaissance
relating to baseball versus jazz might have… there might be two factors. This just got me
thinking about it. The first might be elitism, is that the Harlem Renaissance writers might
not have been involved in something that was not necessarily seen of that level? This is a
possibility. But more importantly, geographically. Especially if you’re talking about not
the Greater Harlem Renaissance, or the Harlem Renaissance writ large, but if it might be
the fact that New York was not a center of black baseball. I mean, there was black baseball,
but it really wasn’t as important as it was in places like Indianapolis and Kansas City and
Pittsburgh. Yeah, and that the writers of the Harlem Renaissance, if they had access in
ways that other people in other communities did not, to the Major League product. It didn’t
represent them, but they were certainly welcome in the stands, and I wonder if the
disconnect, not in something like the Crisis, because it’s the NAACP magazine which is
talking about the entire urban and rural black state, but rather just this very specific area
and also the writers themselves might have something to do with the noticeable absence. I
don’t know, I was just thinking about that.
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Sharon Lynette Jones: [01:12:32] Well, the interesting thing is that a lot of the writers from
the Harlem Renaissance weren’t from New York or even from Harlem, and a lot of them
actually spent a lot of their time in the South, D.C., Europe, there was even one, Wallace
Thurman, he was from Utah. So, what’s interesting is that even though during the time,
people might have referred to it as the “New Negro Movement,” you know, and so a lot of
times people suggest that we’re calling it “Harlem Renaissance” as a retrospective kind of
term. So, Harlem was an important place in terms of the Harlem Renaissance, because so
many of the writers associated with it lived or worked in Harlem for a particular period of
time, and a lot of the publishing opportunities were there. But in many ways, it was a
national and international movement, and so a lot of them were from other parts of the
country and even lived much of their lives in other parts of the country. So, I think it’s
interesting that in that particular case, you know, people like Langston Hughes, for
example, he showed sort of the international interest in baseball. He actually lived in Spain
for a while, and he wrote about a baseball player in Spain who was known in New York,
you know, when he lived in Spain. That was a really interesting kind of article. So, it’s
interesting to think about, since in many ways the Harlem Renaissance did have national
and international dimensions, why I haven’t found more fiction so far, but I’m still looking
for more fiction. The other issue in terms of Harlem Renaissance figures, I mean, certainly
the whole notion of respectability, right? Because some of them would have thought that
jazz wasn’t respectable, you know, and there would have been a tension in terms of
representations of jazz, and then certainly in terms of baseball, there probably would have
been attitudes- about range of what is considered respectable and not respectable type of
behavior among individuals. But I think it’s interesting that so far, I’ve come across a lot
more nonfiction than fiction about it, although I do know that a number of Harlem
Renaissance writers actually had attended HBCUs, or historically black colleges and
universities, and then I also read that a lot of the Negro League players had actually
attended historically black colleges and universities. So, you’ve got in many cases, writers
and baseball players coming from similar types of backgrounds, but there could be an issue
with respectability, you know, in terms of what people chose to write about in some
instances. But I’m still looking for more representations. My recollection is in Zora Neale
Hurston’s novel Their Eyes Were Watching God, which comes across at the sort of tail end
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of the Harlem Renaissance, she actually has a reference to baseball, as I recall. So, I think
I’m going to continue to sort of mine and explore these issues, but I’m glad you raised that
in terms of New York, and also the whole notion of respectability, which I think is
important to think about, too.

Scott Peterson: [01:16:00] This idea of respectability of writing about baseball and jazz and
publishing short stories in The Saturday Evening Post, I think will come up again in our
session “Literature and Culture 2” after lunch. We’re right up to the break. Actually, we’re
a little bit past, so thank you to this first group for bringing up important ideas, important
perspectives, and they came ready. Look at this panel. I mean, they are ready. They have
books. I mean, they are ready for big business here. So, we have an eleven-minute break
now. We’ll reconvene at 10:30. Thank you also to the audience for great questions.
[FINISHED – 1.16.41]
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